
 

  

ACTIVATE CURIOSITY                            DISCUSS AND DISCOVER                                         LET’S DO IT                               DIG DEEPER                                     SHARE, CELEBRATE AND REFLECT 

 

English 

           Fiction 

Story Writing based on The 

Disgusting Sandwich 

                     Non-Fiction 

To write a historical 

information text. 

 

 

 

 

Maths 

Year 1  

- Make patterns with shapes 
- Name 2D & 3D shapes  
- Sort 2D & 3D shapes 
- Fractions 

Year 2 

- Name 2D & 3D shapes  
- Describe 2D & 3D shape 

properties 
- Sorting 2D & 3D shapes 

based on their properties. 
- Fractions 

 

Dragonflies – Year 1 & 2 

Spring Term 2 

Geography 

This unit the children will be 

comparing the Geography of 

Kampong Ayer with where we 

live. This will include comparing; 

- The location  

- People’s homes 

- The weather 

- How people travel 

- Going to school  

- The natural environment 

including human and 

physical features.  

 

 

           DT – Textiles: Puppets 

-  Look at how to join fabrics together using pins, 

staples and glue.  

- Design and mak a puppet. 

- Decorating and evaluate their own puppet. 

RE – How should we care for 

the world and for others and 

why does it matter? 

Exploring religious and non-religious 

views about how all people are 

unique and valuable and how 

people treat others. 

 

Science  

Observe the weather changes in 

Spring including the length of day.  

Investigate what humans and 

animals need to do to stay healthy. 

This will include. 

Healthy eating 

Hygiene 

Exercise  

Medicine 

 

         PSHE 

Healthy Me 

       PE 

Striking 

 

 

 

 

Computing 

Creating Media – 

Digital writing 

Music 

Vocal and body 
sounds  

Theme: By the sea 

Geography – The most popular traditional children’s game in Kampong Ayer is 
Congkak (pronounced Chong-kak.). Have a go a creating your own Congkak 
board and play with someone at home. You will need to research how to play 
online.  

Science – Create and follow a fitness plan and do a little bit of exercise a day to 
stay healthy.  


